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Abstract:  

This paper reveals the different performance on Regenerator Placement Problem in Transparent, Translucent optical network and 

Opaque network. This paper also gives a comparison of various methods use for better performance of signal from source to 

destination via use of regenerators. Various author used different algorithm for the same problem that are reviewed in this paper. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Optical networks are used to transmit large amount of 

information with a high speed on a large area from source to 

destination. But during the transmission the quality of data as 

well as optical signal degraded because of propagation 

through on optical networks. And the result of transmit limited 

and degraded information to a certain distance [2]. To mitigate 

this problem different techniques are used to operate on a 

large area. Optical networks works with wavelength division 

multiplexing in which the signal quality become low because 

of different physical impairments in its path, which leads to 

increase BER. Therefore the signal needs to be regenerate for 

the better quality as equivalent to original one. The signal 

travels in the optical signal in the form of lightpath. A 

lightpath is a distance from source to destination path. We 

already talked the quality of signal degrades as a result of 

distance which can referred as physical impairments and for 

the better propagation quality of signal we have to use 

regenerators, that help the optical signal to extend beyond the 

optical reach with the help of regenerator node that consist of 

more than one regenerators. The regenerator is used to 

Reshape, Reamplify and Resend the signal and for the 

travelling of lightpath, survivability which is known as 

reconfiguration of signal after link failure. It can be done 

through diverse routing or dedicated protection path and to 

restore the unknown signal then optical electrical optical 

conversion is required [3]. Opaque network need conversion 

of O-E-O at each and every node. In transparent network the 

signal are transmitted from first to last node without any signal 

conversion at any center node of network. So there is no node 

in transparent optical network.  

 In the translucent optical network there is limited node and is 

better capable reducing the network cost and less number of 

regenerators needed. In the optical communication the limit of 

light or signal transmission is called optical reach which is of 

1500km. For this it is essential to place regenerators at 

different proper nodes. The 3R (Reshape, Reamlipfy, Resend) 

regeneration process at selected node or intermediate nodes 

divide the light path into different segments which is referred 

as regeneration segment [1]. These entire lightpath all called 

translucent light path because of selected nodes and electronic 

conversion is also limited in translucent lightpath[1]. And the 

main advantage is that the request in a selected translucent 

network not block if there is one or many request found in the 

set of requests. Basically placing of less number of 

regeneration is the main motto of translucent optical network. 

For the placement of less number of regenerator at 

intermediate nodes called Regenerator Placement Problem. 

RPP can be done by finding one proper light path[4]for the 

particular set of requests of a particular network with as less as 

possible number of nodes in that possible network and capable 

of  3R regeneration  which proves that router regenerator 

problem is directly proportional to regenerator replacement 

problem in the network of optical signal[15]. The translucent 

network which includes translucent network with transparent 

islands, translucent networks with both sparsely and mixed 

regenerators. In TI network, it can be developed by 

distributing the whole network into less number of non 

overlapping islands. This nework is cost effective because of 

fewer numbers of islands that also reduced the nodes. In 

translucent networks with sparsely placed 3R regenerator, can 

be formed by the minimum number of O-E-O conversion that 

already discussed above around the complete network. For this 

the opaque nodes are responsible for the conversion of 

regeneration and wavelength depends upon requirement of 

network Rest all nodes in that network are optical in nature. In 

the last one categorization that is Translucent network with 

Mixed regenerator can be processed only by using 3R instead 

of using other two i.e 1R and 2R in that network. In this case 

the cost is also reduced due to whole number of distributed 3R 

opaque nodes by replacing them for the better communication 

with transparent and translucent light paths. In this method 

less number of 3R regenerator is used for a particular request 

set rather than considering the whole network. There are 

different approaches used for this problem. In this paper there 

are different sections that include reviews of methods and the 

various techniques that used in the past years for placing 

regenerators in various types of networks such as EON, 

Finland, Deutsch etc. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

There are different algorithms that includes NP hard, ILP 

(integer linear programming) for regenerator placement in 

WDM networks. It can be defined as a problem of integer 

programming in a mathematical optimization in which no any 

variables are restricted as an integers. ILP referred as NP-hard. 

In NP-hard, the theory of computation is referred a class 

having problems that can be as hard or the hardest problems in 

NP or more precisely, we can say that a problem H is NP hard 

and every problem in L can be shortest in the polynomial time 

to H, and assuming that a solution for H that takes one unit 

time and use Hs for the solution of L in poly time. The 

different strategies used for optimum regenerator placement 

are: 

A.Regenerator based upon Quality of Links: 

Anteneh Beshir and Fernando Kuipers[21] presented the 

regenerator placement for USANET network such that both 

primary and backup light path safety minimum quality 

requirements and proposed two different strategies i.e. shared 

and dedicated algorithm for regenerator placement are 

presented on ILP and established a constant factor 

approximation based on Suurballe’s algorithm.  Nishan, Li 

Yan[22]proposed a novel scheme for quality of links in elastic 

optical networks, that proposed scheme reduces bandwidth up 

to 40% in realistic network by 6 regenerator sites with the help 

of IPL and heuristic that increased the spectral efficiency of 

network. 

B.  Minimum number of Regenerator Nodes: 

Young[23] shown the problem of signal quality guaranteed 

lightpath in survivable translucent network under dynamic 

traffic. He provided a scheme for minimum number of nodes 

called regeneration segment protection and provisioning 

approaches with shared RSP. For the provisional problem 

integration two main qualities of signal is taken in 

consideration. For the working of path and protection path, 

different placement strategies are considered  together with 

protection pair . Diego Lucerna and Nicola Gatti[24] provided 

for the minimization of total number of nodes in the 

translucent types network, used a mathematical ILP model. 

For the efficiency of the model they find the distribution of its 

Nash equilibria on a wide network and with that, characterized 

its best or worst Nash equlibria with the help of programming 

on smaller portions and shown the numerical results even if 

the game is non cooperative, it features Nash equilibrium 

close to optimal solutions. Sang Wan King[25] provided that 

under physical constraint the problem of light path established. 

And running heuristic algorithms & MCPA compared with DP 

which was formulated by MCPA. Through simulations they 

demonstrate various blocking performance according to light 

path and minimum number of regenerator nodes. Weiyi 

Zhang[26] studied the problem of placing minimum number 

of regenerator through ILP formulation for an optimal solution 

and provided an effective for favorable solution and also 

providing an effective heuristic along with the results. 

 

C. Maximum number of nodes utilized: 

Giuseppe Rizzelli, Guido Maier[27] compared the 

performance of opaque and translucent optical network for the 

regenerator placement and accomplished the routing and 

wavelength assignment with regenerator problem to satisfy a 

set of traffic demands. At last they also considered the analysis 

on the power consumption. The CAPEX-saving behavior of 

the translucent approach in the static scenario, particularly 

with the CNF placement strategy which showed the best 

tradeoff between required number of 3R nodes, units and 

DWDM system. Marcio S.Savasini,Pavalo[28] proposed the 

problem for minimizing number of optical nodes with signal 

regeneration capability. They proposed a formulation using a k 

connected and k dominating node set in ad hoc wireless 

networks, and arbitrary physical topology is taken in 

consideration. OXC and a subset only are having capability of 

regeneration in every node network. George B. Mertzios and 

Mordechai Shalom[29] realized the connection between nodes 

in optical networks by lightpaths. They considered two 

extreme cases of online RIP regarding the value of d and the k 

of regenerators in the single node.Giuseppe Rizzelli, Guido 

Maier[30] compared the performance of opaque and 

translucent optical network and achieved noticeable results 

under static traffic in terms of saving of deployed resources 

and described two steps, first was selection of subset of nodes 

that can host regeneration devices and second one computes 

the amount of resources of routing and wavelength assignment 

with regenerator problem to satisfy a given set of static traffic 

demands. This dimensioning procedure both for translucent 

and opaque under dynamic traffic helps to finding the 

robustness to blocking.  

D. Wavelength Selected Regenerators: 

Xi Wang, Qiong Zhang[31] reveal that traffic grooming 

aggregates low rate traffic on high rate light paths to utilize the 

wavelength resources efficiently. They also address the 

regenerator and electronic grooming placement problem from 

CAPEX point of view in designing of an impairment aware 

network for the proposed ROADM node architecture and 

proposed an auxiliary graph based on heuristic for the 

placement of regenerators and electronic grooming in an 

impairments aware network.B. Garcia-Manrubia, P. Pavon-

Marino[32] investigated the offline problem of Wavelength 

Assignment and Routing with main objective of cost, that the 

cost should be low as possible for avoiding the blocking of 

light path and providing low cost of regenerator equipment 

that are going to be used.And then different wavelengths and 

load conditions are considered for the performance and 

scalability. They showed the results obtained by heuristic 

algorithms which are optimal and require low computation 

times. The two presented heuristic algorithms named LS and 

3-step. In that an extensive battery of tests is conducted 

ranging different network topologies and number of 

wavelengths per fiber. Gangxiang Shen and Yunfeng Shen[33] 

developed a framework that supported light path routing 

impairments and different assignments of wavelength in 

optical network.  
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They considered a optical transport network which is more 

generic along with different properties of physical layer with 

various fibers, various different amplification distances with 

attenuation coefficients. Instead of single amplifier, a high 

cost O-E-O regeneration multiplied amplifier is considered. In 

the paper the first wavelength assignment algorithm is 

assigned to different wavelengths for various light paths and 

also minimized the number of regenerators after the placement 

of some regenerators as compared with simple path routing 

algorithm. 

E. Energy Efficient in Regenerator:  

Zuqing Zhu and Xiaoliang Chen[34]proposed that to improve 

the effectiveness of energy and cost by utilization of sparse 

placements OEO and 3R regenerators in translucent networks. 

In that paper they discussed that with the help of leveraging 

the energy efficiency the energy cost of network can be 

reduced  and proposed a new translucent network model that 

uses all 2R regenerators as well as mixed regenerators with 

consideringthe problem of MRP along with two 

algorithms(periodic algorithm and genetic algorithm). Their 

focused was mainly on the cost and energy 

effectiveness.Xiaoliang Chen, Fan Ji [35] investigated that 

mixed regenerator placement can be used with the energy 

efficient for the tanslucent networks including both dynamic 

and static way with the motto to provide favorable restoration 

among single link distorted ones during the minimization of 

total energy cost on the regenerators. They also formulate the 

ILP model for solving energy efficient in translucent optical 

networks. 

F. Sparsely Regenerator Placement: 

Daniel A. R. Chaves, Caio F. C. L. C. Ayres and Helder A. 

Percira[36] proposed the regenerator placement problem can 

be solved by the use of multi objective optimization. The main 

optimization objective can be done by using network and 

capital cost along by considering that by using network 

element that can perform 3R can also considered for the 

optical signal. The two proposed algorithm included 

multiobjective regenerator placement constraint and 

multiobjective regenerator placement constricted and 

compared through simulation and this was the first paper 

reporting the solution to the sparse regeneration placement 

using multi objective evolutionary approach. Kostas 

Katrinis[37] focused on the selective regeneration on WDM 

network for selective regenerator as well as studied the 

performance of physical network. The simulation results show 

the comparison between regenerator requirements and existing 

approach. Daniel A. R. Chaves and Renan V. B. Carvalho 

proposed an new method of regenerator assignment problem 

for existing heuristic methods and proposed two new heuristic 

algorithm for regenerator placement that is based on network 

traffic. The MSU-RP algorithm outperformed all other 

algorithms whereas MU-RP outperformed NDF in all cases. 

HEURISTIC APPROACH 

In the heuristic approach first task is to place regenerators at 

the proper place where disjoint occurred. So let us consider a 

graph  which is not connected with an optical physical 

network Z(N,L), where N is the set of nodes and L is the set of 

links with (u,v)link of fiber and without pairs value r(u,v). For 

this stepwe have to make a graph first Z’(N.L’), where 

L’={(u,v),r(P*u-v)<del} where P*u-v  is the short way between 

u and v. Assign a cost 1 to every link in Z’. Find the short way 

P’s-d from s to d in G’. Place all the links (u,v) of P*s-d  with the 

respected paths P*u-v  in H to obtain to get Ps-d   thenremoved 

all the loops of Ps-d  in Z to obtain path Ps-d  ;1 , redirected with 

all links in P*s-d;1 from d to s to getZ’’(N,L’’) and give a cost 

of 0 to respective links. On graph G’’ repeat steps above to 

obtain Ps-d  ;2  at the end eliminate all the links that are both in 

Ps-d  ;1 and Ps-d  ;2  to get two link-disjoint paths and place 

regenerators for each light path. The second parameter is to 

calculate the blocking probability for different path from that 

it can easy seen which path has less blocking probability and 

become most efficient path which can be done for number of 

random requests or calls.  

3. CONCLUSION 

This paper deals with various schemes of optical network 

includes translucent, transparent and opaque one. A heuristic 

approached is also discussed for the placement of regenerator 

at correct place when disjoint occurs.  
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